Abstract. Credit risk management based on portfolio theory becomes popular in recent Japanese financial industry. But consideration and modeling of chain reaction bankruptcy effect in credit portfolio analysis leave much room for improvement. That is mainly because method for grasping relations among companies with limited data is underdeveloped. In this article, chance discovery method with directed KeyGraph is applied to estimate industrial relations that are to include companies' relations that transmit chain reaction of bankruptcy. The steps for the data analysis are introduced and result of example analysis with default data in Kyushu, Japan, 2005 is presented.
Introduction
Credit risk management based on portfolio theory becomes popular in recent Japanese financial industry promoted by introduction of BIS regulation and increasing use of model-based loan decision making. Simulation method comes to be common tool for analysis of credit portfolio and simulation models have been developed for credit risk management [1, 2, 3, 4] . However, there still remain major areas for improvement. Analysis on chain reaction bankruptcies is one of these areas.
Effect of Chain Reaction Bankruptcy
Chain reaction bankruptcies are common phenomenon. Its general definition is like "bankruptcy triggered by a preceding default of a company that has trade and other relations with the bankrupting company".
Most of industry experts regard it necessary to take the effect of chain reaction bankruptcy into accounts when they analyze profile of their credit risk portfolio. By introducing chain reaction factor into analysis, we can expect to better grasp the risk profile of credit risk portfolio since amount of loss caused by a default can be larger if there are other bankruptcies triggered by the default.
However, majority of simulation models actually used in business do not fully take the chain reaction into account. That is mainly because it is difficult to directly grasp relations among companies since available data is limited as; 1. Background information about bankruptcies publicly available is very limited, and it is not organized in way that can be used for statistical analysis. 2. Corporate data related to relations among corporation is very limited to public. Few companies make trade, financial and technological relations public, but very few with numbers.
Current Methods to Grasp Relations
Adjustments have been devised in models and simulators to include relation effect, but there is much room for improvement. A major method to take the effect into account is to grasp relations among companies by measuring co-relations among movements of the security price of the companies (In this method, a company's security price is regarded as representative of default probability of the company). But this method is applicable only to security issuing large companies whose number is very small. On the other hand, most of companies in a credit risk portfolio are non-security-issuing and small-mid size.
Another way is to make industry groups represent companies that belong to them, and to estimate relations among companies by grasping relations among the industries. Co-relations are measured among indexes of securities issued by companies in the industry groups and are applied to non-security-issuing ones in the groups. But the idea to estimate relations among industries with co-relations among security prices seems to be unreasonable. The most of Japanese companies are non-security-issuing ones and there does not not seem to be enough evidence of the relations among security-issuing companies being same as that of nonissuing ones.
Grasp Chain Reaction Bankruptcy Structure by Chance Discovery Method
We proposed a method that detects relationship among bankrupted companies, without direct information of trade relations i.e., by chance discovery method in our previous work [5] . (The basic idea of this method follows the method that used for the chance discovery of earthquake by Ohsawa, Y. [6, 7] ).) In this method, we estimate trade and/or other relations among companies defaulted in a geographical area within a certain time period, by visualizing relations among industry groups that include the defaults with KeyGraph. The method is based on the assumptions as follows;
